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1. Assuming Fixed cost = F, Variable cost = cper unit and selling price = p per unit,
find
(i) The break-even sales quantity
(ii) The break-even sales
If the actual production quantity is double the break even find the following:
(iii) Contribution
(iv) Margin of safety (4 marks)

2. a) A company produces and sells a consumer product A, whose demand and price
follows the following equation p = '{ 180 - (D/5), where p is the price and D is the
demand (>1). If the fixed cost is UO,OOO and variable cost is ,{60/unit.
(i) Determine the optimal volume for this product and confirm that a profit occurs
(instead of a loss) at this demand. (1 Marks)
(ii) Find the volumes at which breakeven occurs; that is, what is the range of
profitable demand. (2 marks)
b) If the company is planning to sell an alternative product B instead of A, whose
demand and price follows the following equation p = '{38 + 2700/D -5000/D2 ,
where p is the price and D is the demand (>1). If the fixed cost is UO,OOO and
variable cost is ,{40/unit. Then find is this a wise decision? (2 marks)

3. a) What is economic service life (ESL) and why this is calculated using annual
equivalent cost not present value of the cost? (2 marks )
b) An electronic equipment contains 1,000 resistors. When any resistor fails, it is
replaced. The cost of replacing a resistor individually is ~ 7. If all the resistors are
replaced at the same time, the cost per resistor is ~ 4. The percent surviving, S(i)
at the end of month /Is :.

Month a 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
(j)
S(j) 100 92 83 60 45 25 15 8 a

What should be the optimum replacement plan? (4 marks)



4. a) Assuming constant- salvage value (S) and annual operation and maintenance
cost (M) each year, if the first cost is P then show that Economic Service life
increases with increase in interest rate. (5 Marks)

b) A machine costs Rs. 7, 00,000. Its annual operation cost during the first year is
Rs. 60,000 and it increases by Rs. 7,000 every year thereafter. The maintenance
cost during the first year is Rs. 80,000 and it increases by Rs. 10,000 every year
thereafter. The resale value of the machine is Rs. 3, 00,000 at the end of the first
year and it decreases by Rs. 75,000 every year thereafter. Assume an interest rate
(discounting factor) of 20% compounded yearly. Find the economic life of the
machine. (3 Marks)

5 For the following cash flow:
Year 0 1 2 3 4 5

Cash 15000 -8000 -4000 8000 -4000 5000
Flow (=()

a) Find the total number of possible rate of return values. (2 marks)
b) Calculate the composite rate of return using MARR 15%. (2 marks).

6. There are two alternatives of replacing a machine. The details of the alternatives
are as follows:

Alternative A Alternative B

First cost (=() =(250000 =(430000

Annual O&M cost 60000 40000
(=(jyear)
Salvage value (=() 70000 95000

Life (Years) 3 6

Suggest the best replacement option for the company by assuming 10% interest
rate, compounded annually. (3 marks)


